
Heavy duty bus tubs are made from 
rugged, extremely durable polyethylene and are 
molded at twice the thickness of a standard bus box.  
They feature more reinforcing ribs under the rim 
than other brands.  These ribs add more strength 
to reduce twisting, bowing, and tearing.  The four 
stacking lugs prevent sticking when nested. 
   
Heavy duty bus tubs also feature 
re-curved handles molded into the box.  They are 
designed for maximum comfort, efficiency, safety, 
and ease of use, especially in the work place.  This 
ergonomic feature reduces stress on the fingers and 
hands while lifting heavy loads.  

Heavy duty bus tubs incorporate a textured 
outer surface which resists marring for a long and 
attractive service life.  Thicker plastic corners re-
duce the possibility of wearing holes in the bottom, 
extending the life of the tub.  The inner surface of
 tub is very smooth with a wide radius for 
easy cleaning.

Heavy duty bus tubs come standard in 5 or 7 
inch depths.  They may be used for busing, storing, 
or transporting.  They are available in black, brown, 
or grey.  Optional contoured lids provide for 
boxes to be stacked on top of one another without 
leaning or collapsing.

The heavy duty bus tub is manufactured from FDA 
approved resins and is also dishwasher safe.
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Product 
Code

Description Case 
Pack

Case 
Lbs

Case 
Kg

Case 
CF

Case 
CM

H5211222 5” Heavy Duty Bus Box-Brown 12 28.81 13.07 4.20 0.12
H5211280 5” Heavy Duty Bus Box-Black 12 28.81 13.07 4.20 0.12
H5211281 5” Heavy Duty Bus Box Grey 12 28.81 13.07 4.20 0.12
H5280622 7” Heavy Duty Bus Box-Brown 6 19.00 8.62 3.86 0.11
H5280680 7” Heavy Duty Bus Box-Black 6 19.00 8.62 3.86 0.11
H5280681 7” Heavy Duty Bus Box-Grey 6 19.00 8.62 3.86 0.11

Product Code Legend (Example H5211222) H521 = Product Type, 12 = Case Pack, 22 = Color 
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